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Directions: 

1. Round all four corners of the 5” x 5” piece of Taffy CS, using a 3/16” Corner Rounder punch. 
2. Round all four corners of the 4 ⅞” x 4 ⅞” piece of Sadie’s Story DP, using a 3/16” Corner Rounder punch. 
3. Center and stick the 4 ⅞” x 4 ⅞” piece of Sadie’s Story DP to the 5” x 5” piece of Taffy CS, using double sided 

adhesive. 
4. Lay the 6” piece of Pink Satin/Grosgrain ribbon across the matted 4 ⅞” x 4 ⅞” piece of Sadie’s Story DP, about 1” up 

from the bottom of the DP.  Wrap the ends of the ribbon around to the back of the CS and stick them down, using 
double sided adhesive. 

5. Place a strip of red liner tape around the perimeter of the back of the 5” x 5” piece of Taffy CS.  Remove the backing 
from the red liner tape and center and stick the matted DP to the top of the CD Tin. 

6. Print the “Just a Note” label pdf onto an 8 ½” x 11” piece of Smooth White CS. 
7. Punch out the “Just a Note” label, using a 1 ¾” Circle punch. 
8. Punch out a scalloped circle from a scrap piece of Taffy CS, using a 1 ⅜” Scalloped Circle punch. 
9. Center and stick the punched out label to the scalloped circle, using Stampin’ Dimensionals. 
10. Stick a bright pink rhinestone in the center of each scallop. 
11. Stick the matted label to the tin, in the bottom right hand corner, directly over the ribbon, using Stampin’ 

Dimensionals. 
12. Round all four corners of the 5” x 5” piece of Carmine’s Collage DP, using a 3/16” Corner Rounder punch. 
13. Place a strip of red liner tape around the perimeter of the back of the 5” x 5” piece of Carmine’s Collage DP.  Remove 

the backing from the red liner tape and center and stick the DP to the bottom section of the inside of the tin. 
14. Place a strip of red liner tape to the top and bottom of the back of the note pad.  Remove the backing from the red 

liner tape and stick the notepad to the right hand side of the bottom section of the inside of the tin.   
15. Lay a small mechanical pencil to the left of the note pad. 
16. Place a strip of red liner tape to the top and bottom of the back of the calendar.  Remove the backing from the red 

liner tape and stick the calendar to the top section of the inside of the tin.  You’re done! 

2013 “Just A Note” Calendar and Note Pad Tin 
 Supplies: 

 Paper: Taffy CS (American Crafts); Sketchbook Collection 
(Amy Tangerine - American Crafts); Smooth White CS 
(Bazzill) 

 Accessories:  1 ¾” Circle punch, 3/16” Corner Rounder 
punch, 1 ⅜” Scalloped Circle punch, Stampin’ 
Dimensionals (Stampin’ Up);  CD Tin, Note Pad, 2013 
Calendar (Sunny Stampin’ Store); mechanical pencil 
(Dollar Store); Tape Runner XL (thermo-web); red liner 
tape (Simon Says Stamp); Pink Satin/Grosgrain Double 
Band ribbon (May Arts); bright pink rhinestones (Kaiser 
Craft) 

 

Dimensions: 

 Smooth White CS: an 8 ½” x 11” piece 

 Taffy CS: a 5” x 5” piece and a scrap piece 

 Sadie’s Story DP: a 4 ⅞” x 4 ⅞” piece  

 Carmine’s Collage DP: a 5” x 5” piece 

 Pink Satin/Grosgrain Double Band ribbon: a 6” piece 


